Quarantine Quiz # 7
Live Review: Friday, May 8, 2:00 PM
All questions are stroke play with the Central Links Golf Hard Card unless noted.
Each question is asking for a specific score on the hole and the answer may also be disqualification.

1. Todd’s tee shot heads toward some high grass in the general area. Not sure if he will find it, he correctly plays a
provisional ball that comes to rest in a bush 20 yards nearer the hole than where the original ball is thought to be. He
takes an unplayable with the provisional and drops it correctly. Before he makes a stroke and within the three-minute
search time, a player finds a ball that turns out to be his in the heavy grass. He abandons the provisional and chips the
original ball into the fairway, plays to the green and holes the putt and tees off the next hole. What is Todd’s score for
the hole?
2. Doug is making the turn from # 9 to # 10. Without delay, he runs into the locker room, gets a putter, and places it in
his bag, making it his 15th club. Before he tees off on # 10, he changes his mind and takes the second putter out of his
bag and leaves it on the 10th tee. He finishes the hole in four strokes. What is Doug’s score for the hole?
3. As Taylor is waiting to tee off her 3rd hole on a cold day, her ball is in her pocket. She has hand warmers in her
pockets and her ball is incidentally against a hand warmer which warms her ball. She completes the hole in four
strokes. What is Taylor’s score for the hole?
4. Jacque’s tee shot comes to rest in a greenside bunker. She chunks her next stroke and the ball stays in the bunker and
she slams her club into the sand in frustration. She takes her stance for her next stroke by digging into the sand firmly,
then leaves the bunker to switch clubs and comes back and takes her stance in the exact same spot, digging in a little
further, but fairly. She plays onto the green and holes the putt. What is Jacque’s score for the hole?
5. Nelson is playing in a USGA qualifier in which “The One-Ball Rule” is in effect (Model Local Rule G-4). After playing
the first hole with a white Pro V-1, He switches to a yellow Pro V-1 and completes the 2nd hole in 4 strokes. What is
Nelson’s score for the 2nd hole?
6. Casey’s tee shot on a par-3 strikes overhead powerlines and comes to rest in the hole. He tees off the next hole. What
is Casey’s score for the hole?
7. Ryan’s tee shot comes to rest near an OB fence and he elects to play a provisional ball. Before he plays the
provisional, he asks Taylor, “Should I hit driver again?”. Taylor says, “Yeah man, let the big dog eat!” Ryan plays the
provisional into the fairway. After a 1-minute search, his original ball is found in bounds. He abandons the
provisional, plays the original onto the green and holes the putt. What is Ryan’s score for the hole?
8. Todd’s tee shot comes to rest in a thick patch of poison ivy. Todd says, “I am very allergic to poison ivy and I am
taking free relief from this dangerous situation”. So, he finds the nearest point where the danger does not exist and
drops a substituted ball within one club length of that spot in the right way. He plays onto the green and holes the
putt. What is Todd’s score for the hole?
9. Baile’s tee shot rattles some trees near the putting green and no one saw where it came to rest. She correctly plays a
provisional on to the green. She searches for her original ball for 3 minutes but does not find it. She then plays her
provisional by putting it towards the hole. As the ball is moving, her caddie runs over and pulls the flagstick out and
her original ball pops out of the hole and deflects the moving provisional ball. She taps in the provisional and tees off
the next hole. What is Baile’s score for the hole?
10. Doug’s tee shot comes to rest in the rough next to the green. He chips the ball but accidentally “TC Chen’s it” by
hitting it twice and the ball also hits his putter that was on the green and deflects into the hole. He tees off the next
hole, what is Doug’s score for the hole?

